Abstract. Network resilience is an important indicator for measuring the pros and cons of faulttolerant strategies. For the resilience prediction of the network design stage, the traditional prediction methods can only be modeled and forecasted based on fault tolerance strategies based on a single network, and the impact of fault tolerant strategies deploying on multi-layer of network cannot be considered. For solving this problem, this paper proposed a network resilience prediction method based on network resilience theory and machine learning. First, a quantitative model of network fault tolerance strategy is established, and based on this model, the modeling method of the protocol stack is improved on the NS3 platform for simulation implement. A large number of structured data that can characterize network resilience are generated through simulation experiments. Then, a network resilience prediction model of single hidden layer feed-forward neural network (SLFN) is established based on the Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) theory. This model can better solve the overfit problem of traditional ELM. Finally, the prediction model was verified according to comparing with the traditional model-driven resilience prediction method. This method not only has a higher prediction accuracy, but also solves the problem that the traditional method cannot model the coupling relationship between fault-tolerant strategies, and thus cannot be based on the hybrid faulttolerant strategy for resilience prediction. The case verification shows that this method can effectively predict the network resilience considering fault-tolerant strategies. Through cross-validation, the accuracy rate is more than 96%, which helps to consider the development of fault-tolerant design of hybrid fault-tolerance strategies.
Introduction
The network fault-tolerant strategy can make the network resist the fault through the active or passive fault-tolerance mechanism when it suffers from failure, and guarantee the reliability of the network [1] , [2] . In order to ensure the best fault tolerance capability of the system, multiple fault tolerance mechanisms are usually deployed at different network layers according to the layered features of the network to form a hybrid fault tolerance strategy to improve the fault tolerance of the network, thereby ensuring network reliability [4] . The assessment of network fault tolerance is currently achieved through qualitative and quantitative assessment of network resiliency [5] Network resiliency is defined as the ability of a network to recover to its normal state after an attack or failure. Therefore, considering the fault-tolerant strategy, assessing and predicting the resilience of the network is an important issue in the network design phase.
In order to assess and predict the elasticity of the network, relevant scholars have conducted a lot of research. Most of the research focuses on network elasticity assessment. The research on the evaluation of network elasticity is mainly based on the elastic evaluation of the model. According to S. Hosseini and other scholars [6] , the methods of network resilience assessment are classified.
According to different fault tolerance mechanisms, resilience assessment can be divided into two types based on structure and topology. Among them, based on the structural and topological resilience assessment, the scholars mainly modeled the robustness and tolerance of the network physical layer topology, and then analyzed the network resilience based on the model. For example, scholars such as A. Sydney [7] proposed a measure of the resilience of the network structure through the natural topology of the network topology based on complex network theory; further, MJF Alenazi et al. [8] proposed using the network "spectrum measure" to measure the network resilience of structure, and at the same time it proves that the spectral measure is superior to other connectivity parameters and can better represent the resilience of the network structure. The research of resilience assessment based on network performance is mainly based on the model of network state, such as time delay and packet loss rate. Researchers such as JPG Sterbenz [5] used the state-space method to model the network operating state and evaluated the network resilience by the level of network recovery after the attack. Further, D. Zhang et al. [9] considering the impact of mobility on network resilience, JP Rohrer et al. [10] proposed that network resilience is the result of the joint impact of physical layer topology fault tolerance and logical layer fault tolerance protocol. The directly prediction of network resilience is an emerging hot spot in the field. The main idea is still based on network operating parameters and design parameters, and modeling of network resilience takes these parameters and the level of network elasticity. Mapping relationships to predict network resiliency [11] - [15] . At present, there are more representative researches: J. Gao and A.-L. Barabási [13] propose a prediction method based on "patterns": This method is based on complex network theory and abstracts the network control related structural parameters and network status. The mapping of parameters abstracts the multi-dimensional dynamic model of the network into a one-dimensional model to form a model related to elasticity, and then predicts the network resilience through the network model.
In summary, most current network resilience prediction researches are expansion of resilience assessment. The methods based on these researches are used to predict network elasticity according to existing network structure and other design parameters. However, as a complex object, the network presents the characteristics of dynamic and coupling. Therefore, there is such a coupling and influence relationship within the hybrid fault-tolerance strategy. Existing resilience prediction methods can only predict a single fault-tolerant strategy. For example, in a fault-tolerant topology, network resilience can be predicted through structural parameters of a fault-tolerant topology, and resilience is based on logical layers or multi-layer hybrid fault-tolerance strategies cannot be predicted through the same approach. Due to the lack of quantitative analysis and modeling research of fault-tolerant strategies at the logical layer, traditional elasticity prediction methods cannot support the consideration of resilience prediction under the coupling of multiple fault-tolerance mechanisms.
For solving the mentioned problems, this paper proposed a data-driven resilience prediction method based on a combination of machine learning and resilience theory. Based on the quantitative modeling of network fault tolerance strategies, the advantages of machine learning methods in the field of nonlinear system pattern recognition and linear fitting [16] are adopted, and the emerging high-efficiency machine learning algorithm-ELM is adopted [17] as well for predicting of network resilience. The proposed approach not only fully considers the influence of fault-tolerance strategies at different layers of the resilience of the entire network, but also can intuitively reflect the trend of resilience changes of networks under different fault-tolerance strategies. The theory fruit can support the study of the coupling of hybrid fault-tolerance strategies on system reliability.
Network Resilience Modeling
According to the definition of the network layering theory, the applications of the network and the functions they has are implemented based on the transmission protocols of the network physical layer and logical layer routing. The routing protocol as a rule that specifies the path of data transmission on the network directly affects the normal operation of network functions and applications. The routing table generated by the routing protocol is based on the underlying physical layer connectivity path. On the macro time scale, the physical layer of the network, and the logical layers generated by logic rules such as routing protocols above the physical layer, each exhibit temporal and spatial dynamic characteristics over time in the structural and spatial dimensions. [14] Based on this, in order to describe the spatio-temporal dynamic characteristics of this kind of network feature, this paper proposed a space-time dynamic network model. Thus we can abstract the routes according to routing protocols as a network. Here we considered physical connective exhibiting on physical layer, and based on physical connective, the logical connective exhibiting on logical layer, dynamic features can be observed in time and spatial aspects: due to nodes' movement features, the physical links on physical layer and routes on logical layer are not fixed, meanwhile, the fault tolerance mechanism against failures is another factor which can affect network spatial structure. Therefore, the different routing protocols which have different rout discovery and maintenance mechanisms will also result in the different structure behaviors of the routes abstracted networks. The structure spatial dynamic process is expressing in time dimension.
Network
So we considered the abstracted network formed by routing protocol possessing time-spatial features, and proposed "Time-Spatial" network model. We will use the Time-Spatial network model to describe time and spatial variation which is caused by routing protocols and fault tolerance principle, and carry on the resilience measurement on the network model as well.
Time-Spatial Network Model Definition
Routes discovery and maintenance according to routing protocols depend on the connection of physical layer, so the upper Time-Spatial network model also takes into account the physical network model. Meanwhile, the connectivity of MANET physical layer depends on the distance between nodes and the radius of signal transmission. About this property of physical layer, there are several random graph models are properly to model the physical layer of MANET, such as Gilbert graphs, Waxman graphs and Gabriel graphs [9] , etc. With the purpose of closing the real usage profile and comparison, in this paper, we preferred Waxman graph as the physical layer model and our proposed Time-Spatial network model is above the physical layer as the logical layer. Definition 1. Physical layer network model: The construction of physical layer network should yield Waxman model:
, and L is the maximum distance between any two nodes, β denotes the density of links, α corresponds to a high ratio of long links to short links. 
is denoted a path which source node is 1 v , destination node is n v , and the node number of the path is n, The purpose of the routing that source node is i v and destination node is j v , is to find out an
path v v which the evaluation function is optimal, satisfy the formula:
subject to: 
Method of Network Fault Tolerance Modeling Based on Time-Spatial Model
From network science perspective, the network structure or topology features can indicate certain of operation behaviors. Therefore, if we consider the resilience as a part of the network's behaviors, the network's structure will affect resilience features.
Besides the metrics mentioned in section 2.2, the special metrics for evaluating the network's robustness and resilience taking account to network structure metrics were also proposed, e.g. Spectral metrics, Nature connectivity, Algebraic connectivity [6] , [13] , [15] , etc. Although all of them are fit for measuring the network structure robustness, it cannot completely reflect the impact from routing mechanism to the network directly. Recent years, some scholars are start to consider the packet transmission impacts and proposed Flow Robustness [14] metrics to measure the physical layer flow robustness (phyFR) as resilience assessment of network, ref.10 compared Flow Robustness with other structural based metrics, and it showed higher accuracy than others:
Where let   = , G n l be the graph representing the given network. Let  
the set of components in graph G. the complexity for calculating the resilience by using phyFR is hard to find the components size in network topology graph. Hence, we may count edges' number instead of counting nodes number, because the number of links and edges are easy to collect during the simulation process that is considering routing mechanism.
Combined the metrics we introduced, here are steps of our measuring method:
Step 1. Based on the Time-Spatial Network Model, build a spatial profile of the network: (express as a matrix), and the profile can describe the connection status of the nodes in Time-Spatial Network at per time step:
Step2. Analyze the flow robustness of Time-Spatial (TSFR) network model.
Where the definitions of parameters are follow eq. (4) introduced, but the analysis object is TimeSpatial network model. With the purpose of simplify the complexity, we can also count edges or links instead of counting i C . As we known, the n nodes can construct ( 1)/2 n n  edges, hence if where i e is the edge number of i C , the eq. (4) can be transform to:
Where E is the total number of possible network edges. Here we proposed a simple proof:
Solving eq. (6):
Substitute eq. (9) and eq. (11) to eq. (6), we can obtain eq. (7).
Step 3. Measuring the Resilience of Network: Refer to the resilience calculating method from Alenazi [10] et. al, we used Logical Fault Tolerance (LFT) to denote the network resilience: 
Network Resilience Prediction Model Based on ELM
Based on the network fault tolerance model, this paper extracts the corresponding structured data from the network operating data according to the parameters defined by the proposed model, and uses the network resilience prediction model to predict the network resilience. Reference [13] mentioned that the traditional mathematical method of describing system resilience is to use a one-dimensional nonlinear dynamic equation to approximate the behavior of a complex system:
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In eq. (12) ) , ( x f  denotes the resilience of system,  denotes the captured change of environment. Therefore, a network which was constructed by N components, the states set of nodes is can be selected to form eq. (13) for system modeling and obtain the resilience value. As an excellent approximation approach, machine learning would be an ideal choice for resilience prediction. Among them: combined with activation function and bias,   in equation (13), the trained output weight matrix   can be used to represent ij A . Therefore, regarding the network resilience prediction model, this paper uses the ELM to construct the network elasticity prediction model. As a machine learning method that has become popular in recent years, the over-limit learning machine is a feedforward, single hidden layer neural network model. Compared with other machine learning methods, it has the advantages of high speed and generalization ability [17] . Therefore, in this paper, ELM was adopted as the basis for the resilience prediction model. As shown in Fig. 2, a typical ELM model, (a, b) is the input weight and bias (threshold) of the hidden node, and the training sample set is (x, T) (corresponding to a set of training samples. ) where: x represents the training sample's independent variables, that is, it can correspond to various faulttolerance models, various resilience-relevant parameters (phyFR, TSFR, etc.), and various network design or configuration parameters, such as topology, structure, mobile mode, traffic model, etc. t represents the dependent variable, which can correspond to the actual level of network operation, that is, the parameter that can represent the network operating capability corresponding to the resilience value, such as the success rate of packet transmission, packet loss rate, and delay. The hidden layer mapping function (activation function) is denoted as f(x), and in order to ensure that the activation function is continuously differentiable, the sigmoid function is selected:   (14) Set the output matrix of the hidden layer to H , the expected output to T , then:
The Definition of Prediction Model Based on ELM
Therefore, we can obtain:
among them:
, , ,
When the learning error is 0, the learning machine is considered to have the best learning ability, then this time: H T   , where H is the known part (input weights, offsets, training sample variables), T is also for the known part (training sample dependent variable). Hence, the process of learning with an ELM is the process of obtaining  from H T   . However, usually, the number of hidden layer nodes (randomly obtained) is much smaller than the number of training samples. In this case, the matrix is singular and irreversible. So, the process translates to finding the least squares value   of the output weights  :
Correspondingly, the generalized inverse matrix can be used to solve the inverse matrix of the singular matrix. If H is non-singular, the generalized inverse matrix is equivalent to In training progress, the output weight β is continuously optimized through iteration, so the learning process of the entire ELM network can be defined as:
It should be noted that ELM have absolute advantages in efficiency over other neural networkbased machine learning algorithms. The reasons are: According to the interpolation theorem and the general limit theorem [21] When Neural Network, SLFN(Single-Hidden Layer Feedforward)'s hidden layer mapping function satisfies infinitely differentiability, its learning ability is not related to the selection of parameters such as input weight and threshold (bias), and is only related to the current network structure. Therefore, compared to other methods, the input layer weight a and bias b of ELM can be randomly generated from any continuous probability distribution within any interval of the space under the premise that the activation function is selected as a continuously-dimensionable function. It only requires iterative training of the output layer weights [22].
The Process of Network Resilience Prediction by Using ELM
Step1. Based on the above definition of the prediction model, the network resilience can be predicted by the following method:
Generate input weights and thresholds randomly for L nodes within the weight range of input Function (RBF) can be selected as the activation function so that the ELM can avoid overfitting when processing high-dimensional data. The hidden layer hybrid activation function that can be selected is:
In eq. (15) Step 2. Calculate the hidden layer output matrix according to the following formula:
Based on AODV routing algorithm, the Time-Spatial network will be generated and formed by valid routes and OD pair nodes as Fig.3 and Fig.4 shown: we can obtain the Time-Spatial network topology graph. From observing the generated topology graph at different time points, the topology is varying with time increasing, and the network structure metrics also changes obviously, here we express the Time-Spatial network's structure by the metrics we mentioned in Section 2.1 as Fig.5 shown: From the simulation result, we can obtain that liner or non-liner relationship existing between differeent logical fault-tolerance strategies and resilience value of whole network. So, the machine learning approaches can be adopted for predicting the resilience value if the fault tolerance strategies are known.: After the training data is obtained from simulation, the model can be trained to obtain a good resilience prediction model. The accuracy of the model obtained through training can meet the forecast needs: the accuracy of the training set is 97.07%, and the accuracy of the test set in crossvalidation is 96.43%. Figure 6 is the contrast of predicted value (red fold line) of the entire network Research, volume 86 elasticity through the logical layer fault-tolerance strategy parameters (red dots) and the physical layer fault-tolerance strategy parameters (blue dots), and the real resilience value (golden triangle). From the results, we can see that the proposed method has high accuracy in predicting network elasticity through fault-tolerant strategies. 
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Conclusion
In this paper, combining the theory of network elasticity and extreme learning machine, the method of predicting the network elasticity is proposed. Experimental verification shows: 1) A fault-tolerant strategy model based on dynamic characteristics of network space-time can effectively describe and quantify the fault-tolerance capabilities of fault-tolerance strategies.
2) The proposed resilience prediction method based on machine learning can accurately predict network resilience by using quantify parameters of fault-tolerance strategies, and the accuracy rate can reach over 96%.
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3) Through the preliminary analysis of the experimental results, it can be concluded that network resilience is the result of the coupling of multiple fault-tolerance strategies. The mutual influence of multiple fault-tolerance strategies also affects the resilience of the entire network.
